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“If you look at the concept of sourcing, it has
not really changed in many years. The same
things people looked at then are the same
things people look at now, and that is cost
and quality. What has changed is the
complexity of sourcing.”
Akshay Madane, Kurt Salmon Associations
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Another CAFTA Sourcing Study
•

•

Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras recently completed yet
another sourcing study. Why has this been so important?
• To most companies because the domestic market is not
large enough to sustain a profitable textile/apparel
operation
• To the general population because it means jobs
• To government because a successful sourcing environment
means a steady tax base (the alternative being high
unemployment and grey market expansion)
The study appears to have been well done. The challenge, of
course, is how to use the information provided without going
back to “the way we have always operated“
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The “Good Old Days”
Prior to 2005, in “the good old days”, contract manufacturing was
more simple.
• Primarily two seasons (Spring and Summer)
• Large quantities, few SKUs
• 80% (sometimes 100%) of business from one or two customers
• Very few retailers or brands had an overseas sourcing offices or
even sourcing departments; more of a traditional buyer/seller
relationship
• Retailer or Brand assumed much of the business risk
(merchandising, design, fabric purchase and often even cutting
so only assembly required)
• “Sell what has been made”
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So Where is the Complexity Today?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A minimum of four seasons but with monthly drops and
continuous new development
Full package requirement increases factory cost and places
largest percentage of business risk on the Factory
Greater emphasis on Speed-to-Market in development and in
production, “Make What is Selling”
Large quantity of SKUs, small unit volume per order
Often competing with client’s sophisticated internal sourcing
organization
Efforts to expand client base to reduce business risk increases
marketing costs
And, the biggest of all, the expansion of the e-Commerce
marketplace at the demise of brick and mortar retail
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Some Old and Some New Challenges
•
•

•
•
•

Not a level playing field – many overseas governments provide
special business incentives or even investment programs to
help private business be competitive. This is not common in
the US or CAFTA countries
No Regional Marketing effort; burden is on private business to
try to drive Buyers to the market
Potential trade legislation (TTP)
Reduced orders for bulk production; greater demand for
“chase” products
Guatemala is definitely more complex because of the size of
the Korean base of manufacturing and its general exclusivity
rather than inclusivity
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Do any of you feel like the “good old days”
are coming back? If so, you might try selling
what you have been smoking in Colorado
because the “good old days” are history.
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So, What Does this Mean?
•
•
•
•

Some companies have learned to compete and have expanded
their business even in a challenging time
None of the successful ones have the same business today that
they had 10 years ago; they have all learned to live with change
Change means flexibility in organizationally adapting to new
Supply Chain processes
And, change means an environment of on-going investment in
equipment modernization and state-of-the-art R&D
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US Sourcing
•
•

•

•
•

The US remains the major market for CAFTA/DR countries
Although new trade agreements with Europe may provide an
interesting future opportunity, so far, this has not been realized
(and it won’t be realized without a regional marketing
investment)
The major US retailers and brands are reviewing their sourcing
strategies and adjusting their processes and organizations to
adjust to market changes
Some retailers are making big commitments to the supply chain
as a way to respond to changing market conditions
Although competitive cost and consistent quality were the
historic sourcing elements that were required to get and stay in
the game; other factors are now as important
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Prioritized US Sourcing Criteria
Factors that are so important that if not met it is virtually
impossible to be considered:
• Cost (therefore, manufacturing efficiency)
• Quality (fail once in early relationship and you won’t get
another chance)
• Consistency (Reliability including on-time delivery)
• Trade preferences, CAFTA/DR Agreement. (I don’t personally
feel TTP will pass anytime soon given the current political
environment)
• Environmental Sustainability and Fair Labor (only a major factor
with the “big” players but no one wants a surprise because of
an environmental disaster or publicity on unjust labor
practices)
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Prioritized US Sourcing Criteria
Factors that influence the size and consistency (stability) of orders
1. Relationship quality and organizational level – don’t skimp on
this investment it is damn important; “people buy people”
2. Geographic Proximity – must be “sold” effectively or its
importance diminishes
3. Efficiency providing a costed first sample (goal 5 working days)
4. Speed-to-market – especially replenishment for some clients
5. Flexibility and Innovation – ability to be “nimble”, attitude of
“yes”, openly embracing emerging technologies (Wearable
Technology, 3D Printing, Bonding)
6. Quality and Training of Management (especially middle
management)
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The True Cost of Product
WWA has been working on a project with some large US
retailers and brands to increase their awareness of the
“true cost of product” (apologies to David Birnbaum)

Reported FOB/LDP costs do not take into account the
inherent supply chain costs and potential risks of
sourcing decisions
• Schedule risk
• PO risk
• Quality risk
• Compliance risk
• Travel costs
• Local costs
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Consumer Response to Out Of Stock
9%
26%
31%
19%
15%

Do not purchase the item
Substitute a different brand
But another product at the same store
Substitute, same brand
Delay Purchase
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“True” Product Costs (cont.)
•
•
•

Most cost sheets drive decisions to lowest FOB/LDP and
do not value speed
The single biggest cost is markdowns and stock outs
Inventory control and forecast error are directly related to
lead time
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Benchmark: ZARA
Inventory Turns: 25.7
Lead Time for Fashion Products: 14 days
Markdowns achieved: 85% Regular Price, 15% @ 30% off
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“In the past, business success was all about
size: The large eat the small. Today, business
success is all about speed: The fast eat the
slow.”
Daniel Burris
Huffington Post, October 2014
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Closing Thoughts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many variables are connected and each country and
each company competes on different metrics
Most retailers, brands and suppliers are in a symbiotic
relationship but do not share well
The target is moving quickly, and only the agile will
survive
Don’t give up on trying to get Government to partner
Ability to source raw materials and other components
locally is a BIG factor
Quality woven textiles and manufacturing is pretty
much missing in Central America
Short Supply provisions properly used can help but
they reduce the benefits of speed-to-market
The US is still your MAJOR trading partner
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And, a few Examples
•

•

•
•
•

El Salvador contracted for an execution stage following
their industry changing 2004/2005 strategic and tactical
study for the apparel/textile sector. The government
was involved and they claim up to 100,000 jobs jobs
were save (UDB says 50,000+)
Children’s footwear company in France that constantly
“pushed the envelop” on technology. All the
employees had to be aware of disruption in the way
they were doing business constantly
Bata Shoe’s experience in India.
A company in El Salvador that changed their model to
small runs (average 7 units) and embraced Wearable
Technology
Etc., etc.,, etc. - “just do it”
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About WWA Advisors…
•

WWA is a boutique consulting organization focused in the Apparel,
Textile, Footwear and Retail Industries.

•

WWA specializes in front-end process refinement, technology
business value assessments and system implementations .

•

Our clients are primarily retailers, brands and manufacturing
organizations.

•

WWA has participated in multiple country and industry studies around
the world.

•

All of our Associates have extensive industry experience with diverse
skills in the various specialties of our industry.
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Questions?
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Thank You!
Walter Wilhelm: wwilhelm@wwaadvisors.com
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